Performance of SU-8 microchips as separation devices and comparison with glass microchips.
Effective analytical performance of native, all-SU-8 separation microdevices is addressed by comparing their performance to commercial glass microdevices in microchip zone electrophoresis accompanied by fluorescence detection. Surface chemistry and optical properties of SU-8 microdevices are also examined. SU-8 was shown to exhibit repeatable electroosmotic properties in a wide variety of buffers, and SU-8 microchannels were successfully utilized in peptide and protein analyses without any modification of the native polymer surface. Selected, fluorescent labeled, biologically active peptides were baseline resolved with migration time repeatability of 2.3-3.6% and plate numbers of 112,900-179,800 m(-1). Addition of SDS (0.1%) or SU-8 developer (1.0%) to the separation buffer also enabled protein analysis by capillary zone electrophoresis. Plate heights of 2.4-5.9 microm were obtained for fluorescent labeled bovine serum albumin. In addition, detection sensitivity through SU-8 microchannels was similar to that through BoroFloat glass, when fluorescence illumination was provided at visible wavelengths higher than 500 nm. On the whole, the analytical performance of SU-8 microchips was very good and fairly comparable to that of commercial glass chips as well as that of traditional capillary electrophoresis and chromatographic methods. Moreover, lithography-based patterning of SU-8 enables straightforward integration of multiple functions on a single chip and favors fully microfabricated lab-on-a-chip systems.